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A traditional Japanese art form accomplished with modern equipment! 88 pages with everything
you need to know to turn contemporary cords and ribbons into beautiful braided creations.
Necklaces, friendship bracelets, belts, straps, leashes, keychains, gourd embellishments, and
many, many other possibilities! Step-by-step instructions for basic and advanced braiding
techniques. Using the widely available handheld KumiLoom and other disks, you'll be creating a
masterpiece your first day! The secret of adding beads as you braid is revealed, for one-of-a-
kind creations. Many detailed drawings and photographs of the steps and finished products.
Convenient 6x9 format slips easily into purse or project bag.

"I've read many weaving books over the years. This is one I believe belongs on your shelf
whether you've been weaving for less than 10 minutes or more than 10 years and every bit in-
between. There are valuable tips throughout the volume." --Little Acorn Creations"The book is
filled with step by step photographs and easy to understand written instructions. By the time you
are ready to start a project, she will have walked you through how-to fix 'emergencies' you may
encounter...Liz knows weaving and it is as though she is with you at your loom, answering your
questions before you ask. Take a workshop with her without leaving your 'studio'. She shows you
how to enjoy the process." --Hartford Knitting Examiner's "In Stitches" columnAbout the
AuthorLiz Gipson is passionate about inspiring weavers to weave and spinners to spin. A former
managing editor of Handwoven and Spin-Off magazines, she has made many guest
appearances on HGTV, DIY, and PBS how-to craft programming and has multiple DVDs from
Interweave on rigid-heddle weaving. She is the founder of Yarnworker, a resource for rigid-
heddle weavers, and teaches workshops across the country.
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     Page 5 is not included in this sample.    Pages 10 - 88 are not included in this sample.
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Anna Paradox, “A portable kumihimo reference. I recently learned the basic round braid, and
wanted to know more patterns. This book provided exactly what I was looking for. The author
starts with the eight cord round braid, and includes instructions for using sixteen or four cords as
well. Then there are the flat, hollow, and square braids as well.For each braid, she provides step
by step directions that were easy to follow. The diagrams and pictures were in color and clear.
She also provides some color suggestions and samples of how various color and cord
combinations will look. It's a great starting place for designing your own braids.The beaded
braids section shows how to add beads to a round braid, and shows the difference between
adding beads to one, two, or four of the eight strands. I liked the color combinations here, and
she suggested a variety of cords and threads for different effects. Now I'm intrigued to try more
than the usual satin cords!This book has exactly as much detail as I want to learn a variety of
braids and start my exploration of combining different cords and beads. Its compact size (6 by 9
inches, 88 pages) means I can carry it with me to remind me of the braiding moves. I will use this
often and for a long time.”

Etcher, “I love this book! Very clearly written and simple to follow!. I recently got the idea to try
Kumihimo in order to make tethers for my Grand-babies pacifiers but I had no clue as to where
to start. This book looked interesting, had bare bone information as to how to get started, what
supplies you needed in order to get started and different styles to make with those supplies.Over
all, I found it very easy to follow and the numerous diagrams very helpful. I highly recommend
this book for anyone curious in learning this new skill.One of the other reviewers, which I'm glad I
didn't listen to, wrote that the book didn't look professionally done. I don't agree with that at all!
Granted, it didn't look like it was mass generated out of one of those huge publishing houses for
craft books but I genuinely believe that a passionate person was behind the creation of this
book. The content is well organized, clearly written and flows well, allowing you to easily follow
along. I appreciate this book and the effort put into it!!I would, however, really like to see another
book regarding the different patterns that can be created with the more complicated braids
(hearts, waves, repeating patterns...). Just an idea in case the author wants to continue with
these kinds of books.”

Mrs. S, “More than I expected, but what I hoped for.. When I first opened the package and saw
this was a 6" x 9" book, I was a little disappointed. Then when I opened it up and realized the
pictures were rather dull because it isn't your normal, shiny paper, I was again a little
disappointed. Then I started skimming through the book, page by page and realized this book is
a wealth of information! I decided I didn't need an 8" x 11" book full of shiny pictures because I
now have a book with a LOT of information.I work in many different medias when it comes to my
jewelry designs and quite often I'll put a media away and not get it out for six months, forgetting a



lot of what I had learned. This book not only takes one through the basics, it has a lot more info
for anyone wanting to do Kumihimo with a disk.I'm very pleased with this book and it will be a
reference book I refer to often.  Good job Ms. James!”

marnylee, “Very usable, excellent instruction. I have used small discs and minimal instruction for
kumihimo in the distant past, but needed a refresher. This book provides just what was needed.
While a previous reviewer dunned it for an unprofessional publication, I do not find it so. Perhaps
s/he had an earlier printing or edition. I do recommend this book. It is well organized, and has
clear instructions with easy-to-follow diagrams.  Good value.”

OnyxCougar, “Excellent beginner's resource!. I purchased this book with a Kumiloom Starter Kit,
with pack of extra bobbins (a must!).I was happy to have the author's product reviews (regarding
discs) as a novice user.Pages 21 - 72 are actual instructions for setting up, threading, and
braiding on a Kumiloom.The instructions are clear and use the numbers on the KumiLoom to
help you figure out the pattern.Also included are "finishing off" the braid and how to add beads to
your braids.Pages 73 - 84 are pictures of some creative ways to use your braids.Using these
instructions, I have already made flat braids, round braids and hollow braids, in only a few days.
I have now purchased more bobbins (so my braids can be more complex) and another (more
advanced) Kumi book with more patterns in it.This is an AWESOME book for very beginning
Kumihimo braiders.”

Linda W., “Gives a good overview. After taking a kumihimo workshop this spring, I was excited to
see a book that offered variations of what I had learned. I agree with other reviewers that this is
more correctly a booklet, but there is a lot of helpful information packed in its small size: a little
history, instructions for several kinds of braids, and photos and diagrams.I deducted a star
because I don't feel this book has enough information about the items used in the samples--
brand names and colorways, for example -- so that I would know how to recreate some of the
styles in the photos. Still, there's a lot in the book to spark the imagination and experiment with,
and I'm glad I purchased it.”

Betty, “Kumihimo guide. Great book with many pictures and easy to follow instructions!”

Wolfe, “Very useful.. This is a good introduction into using a kumihimo disc, it opend up with a
review of some of the more popular discs, and some of the other common tools.This book
contains very clear step by step patterns for the most common braids you will come across:
round, flat, square and hollow baids as well as covering how to add beads to your braids. A nice
touch is that some of the patterns also contain short stories to help you try to visualise the flow of
the pattern as it progresses.One thing that I did find useful was its section on how to end braids
and included how to apply endcaps to your braids for making bangles and neclaces.Finally
ending with a short gallery of some pieces including beaded work to get you inspired for your



own creations.It would definatly deserve its space in you craft collection.”

E Annie P, “Great introduction. I wanted to find a book that took me a little further than the basic
instructions that came with a kit I bought but was still simple and clear enough to encourage me
to take this a bit further.This book hits the spot exactly and the pictures and instructions are very
easy to follow.”

Mrs M Pugh, “Five Stars. Lots of patterns with good instructions.”

Caz, “Recommended read. Clear and precise instructions on the art of Kuminimo, with good
information on techniques and different threads to use to create a variety of beautiful braids. Well
recommended!”

Sylvain Berthiaume, “Parfait !. Très bon livre, beaucoup de modèle, très bien expliqué.”

The book by Kathy King James has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 225 people have provided feedback.
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